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Ginga is the name of the middleware specified for the International Standard for Digital TelevisionTerrestrial (ISDTV-T). ISDTV-T is currently being adopted as Brazilian's official system for Terrestrial Digital TV.
The applications to be executed over Ginga are classified into two categories depending upon the way they are written. Procedural applications are those written using the Java language and declarative applications are those written using the NCL language. Ginga application execution environments are similarly classified into two categories depending upon whether they process declarative or procedural applications, and are called and Ginga-NCL [18] , respectively.
Ginga-NCL is a logical subsystem of the Ginga middleware which is responsible for processing and presenting NCL documents. In addition, Ginga-J is the middleware's subsystem in charge of defining all the Java Application Program Interfaces (APIs), content and data formats, besides protocols up to the application level.
In comparison to the middleware systems conceived for the other Digital TV standards, some features of Ginga are innovative. These features arise from the synergy resultant from the conjunction of two previous projects: FlexTV [1] and MAESTRO [2] , respectively the procedural and declarative Brazilian reference middlewares conceived during the SBTVD (from the Portuguese Sistema Brasileiro de TV Digital -Brazilian Digital TV System) Project. This paper contains information about Ginga-J's implementation and functionalities.
The SBTVD project engaged researchers from various Brazilian universities and research centers. SBTVD activities involved the research of all parts that compose a Digital TV System and the development of some new characteristics to fit to the Brazilian context (requirements defined by the Brazilian government).
The main objective of the SBTVD was to give the government the necessary information to conduct a decision on the Brazilian open terrestrial Digital TV System. As a result of the SBTVD, a new standard, named International Standard for Digital Television Terrestrial -ISDTV-T, was created and adopted in Brazil. Ginga is, thus, the middleware for the ISDTV-T standard. Despite the fact that Ginga carries innovations, compatibility was considered requirement and the execution of applications designed to different middleware -those adherent to ITU's standards J. The advent of Digital TV has brought computational functionalities to the Television service, which is worldwide widespread. The new TV environment becomes interactive, since applications can be transmitted and executed alongside with TV programs.
The possibility of executing the same application on different devices, with different processing power and different manufacturers is solved by the adoption of a common middleware, which can be defined as a software layer to abstract the platform's hardware specific characteristics. That is the mechanism used by Digital TV, an environment which is composed by devices developed by different manufacturers. The middleware allows content providers to develop an application that will run (adapted or not) on all Digital TV receivers on a particular network. &203$7,%,/,7< %(7:((1 0,''/(:$5(6 To allow the execution of MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) [3] applications on other Digital TV platforms, the DVB group proposed a unified specification for Digital TV System's middlewares, called GEM [10] . GEM includes MHP characteristics that are not related to specific characteristics of DVB system. This specification has been adopted by the Japanese (ISDB ARIB B.23 [20] This section briefly introduces one reference for the Ginga Architecture, which is adherent to ITU J.200 recommendation [4] , and specifies a set of common functionalities -Ginga-Core, which must support the Ginga declarative application environment (Ginga-NCL) and the Ginga procedural application environment (Ginga-J).
The universe of Ginga applications may be partitioned into a set of declarative applications and a set of procedural applications. A declarative application is an application whose initial entity is of a declarative content type. A procedural application is an application whose initial entity is of a procedural content type. A purely declarative application is one whose every entity is of a declarative content type. A purely procedural application is one whose every entity is of a procedural content type. A hybrid application is one whose entity set contains entities of both declarative and procedural content types. A Ginga application needs not to be purely declarative or procedural. In particular, declarative applications often make use of script content, which is procedural in nature. Furthermore, a declarative application may reference an embedded JavaTV Xlet. Similarly, a procedural application may reference declarative content, such as graphic content, or may construct and initiate the presentation of declarative content. Therefore, either type of Ginga application may make use of facilities of both declarative and procedural application environments.
Ginga-NCL is a logical subsystem of the Ginga System that processes NCL documents, and its adherent to ITU J.201 recommendation [J201] . A key component of Ginga-NCL is the declarative content decoding engine (NCL formatter). Other important modules are
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the XHTML-based user agent, which includes a stylesheet (CSS) and ECMAScript interpreter, and the LUA engine, which is responsible for interpreting LUA scripts.
Ginga-J is a logical subsystem of the Ginga System that processes active object content, and its adherent to ITU J.202 recommendation [J202] . A key component of the procedural application environment is the procedural content execution engine, composed by a Java Virtual Machine.
Common content decoders serve both procedural and declarative application needs for the decoding and presentation of common content types such as PNG, JPEG, MPEG and other formats. The Ginga-Core is composed by common content decoders and procedures to obtain contents transported in MPEG-2 Transport Streams and via the return channel. The Ginga-Core shall also support the conceptual display model as described in the Volume 1 of ISDTV Standard 06.
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The architecture and facilities of the Ginga Specification are intended to apply to broadcast systems and receivers for terrestrial (over-the-air) broadcast. In addition, the same architecture and facilities may be applied to other transport systems (such as satellite or cable TV systems).
. *,1*$ -$5&+,7(&785( *,1*$ -&217(;7 Figure 3 shows the context in which the GINGA-J software stack will execute. In this Figure, the GINGA-J software stack resides on the GINGA Host Device, which may be, for instance, a set-top box, a digital TV set, a cell phone etc.
Figure 2: Ginga-J context [19] The GINGA-J software has access to streams of video, audio, data, and other media assets. These streams are distributed over the air, received and processed by applications, which can present content to the viewers.
The viewer may interact with the application through input and output interaction devices attached or associated with the GINGA host device. The GINGA host device will receive input from the viewers via interaction devices such as remote controls or keyboards. In response to the viewer input, the Ginga host device will present visual output as well as audio output using its own display and loudspeakers or using displays and loudspeakers of the interaction devices. A single device may have input and output capabilities simultaneously. An example of interaction device could be a PDA connected to the GINGA platform through a wireless network. Using such an interaction device, a viewer can send commands to the platform through the PDA's keyboard and the platform's applications can send visual content to be presented in the PDA's screen. An interaction device may also have sound capture and playback capabilities.
Many viewers may interact with the GINGA platform at the same time. In this case, each viewer may have an interaction device and the platform must distinguish the commands sent by and to each device.
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The GINGA-J model distinguishes between hardware entities or resources, system software, and applications as depicted in Figure 4 . Native applications may be implemented using no standardized functionalities, provided by the Ginga host device Operating System or by the Ginga implementation. Naïve applications may also use Ginga-J standardized APIs. Broadcasted applications (Xlets) must use standardized APIs provided by the Ginga-J.
;OHWV 5HVLGHQW DQG QRQ UHVLGHQW
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In general, Ginga is unaware of any native applications. These include but are not limited to: closed captioning, conditional access (CA) system messages, receiver menus, and native electronic program guides.
Native applications may take precedence over Ginga applications. As an example, closed captioning and emergency messaging shall take precedence over the Ginga System. is the procedural part of Ginga, the Brazilian's Digital TV middleware. Based on Java technologies (the Java Virtual Machine plus some APIs), it incorporates many innovations, but maintains compatibility with most of the current Digital TV middlewares, since it adheres to GEM [10].
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Brazilian Digital TV was created considering digital convergence as a mandatory requirement, since the modulation standard employed by the Brazilian System is aimed to transmit the digital TV signal simultaneously to different devices such as High and Standard Definition fixed TV receivers, mobile and portable devices, like cell phones. Ginga-J specification also includes support for communication with devices using Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Infrared, Powerline, Ethernet or any network technology typically used in Home Area Networks. Applications can provide support for multi-user interaction, since the TV receiver can be accessed by different devices simultaneously.
*,1*$ -$3, Some important requirements identified on the Brazilian context did not meet any correspondent functionality on the established international middleware definitions. In order to fulfill the Brazilian specific requirements and simultaneously maintain international compatibility with the GEM APIs, Ginga is based on three sets of APIs called:
Green, Yellow and Blue ( Figure 5 ). The Ginga Green APIs are the GEM compatible APIs. The Yellow APIs were extensions proposed to fulfill the Brazilian specific requirements that can be implemented through the use of a software adapter using Green APIs. packages, all included on GEM framework specification. Ginga-J Yellow API set is composed by the JMF 2.1 API [12] , which is necessary for the development of advanced applications, with sound capturing for instance; an extension for GEM's Presentation API, with functionalities to support the video stream specifications defined in the Ginga-J standard; an extension for GEM's return channel API, which allows the sending of asynchronous messages; and an extension to ISDB ARIB B.23's [20] Service Information API [23] . Ginga-J Blue API set is composed by a Device Integration API, which allows the digital TV receiver to communicate with any device with a compatible interface (Wired, as Ethernet or PLC; or Wireless Network, as Infrared or Bluetooth), which can be used as an input or output device; a Multi-User API, which uses the Device Integration API to allow multiple users to interact simultaneously with Digital TV applications; A NCL Bridge API, which allows the development of Java applications containing NCL applications. A Ginga-J reference implementation is being developed to validate the Ginga-J's specifications and APIs. That implementation now holds more than 800 thousands of source lines of code. The development of the reference implementation currently uses Intel® Kalaheo platforms as testbed.
The Ginga-J reference implementation was designed to be the procedural middleware for a universal Digital TV receiver, since it incorporates three important characteristics:
o +V KU OWNVK PGVYQTM -Ginga-J specification [19] defines a Tuner API that is compatible with all networks currently used for Digital TV transmition (terrestrial, cable, satellite and IPTV). The Ginga-J reference implementation uses an approach based on software components. This approach facilitates the temporal functional evolution of the middleware, by allowing the incorporation of new functionalities through the addition of new components, and also allows the reuse of some of the components in others middleware implementations, for example, for PDAs, mobile phones, high-end digital TV receivers (with many resources, more expensive), low-end Digital TV receivers (with fewer resources, cheaper), etc. Those components can be gathered on different profiles, depending on some characteristics of the platform (see Figure 6 ).
The main architectural elements of Ginga-J architecture can be grouped by their functionalities using seven denominations: o Conditional Access -elements responsible for the security of the restrict access content broadcasted by content providers.
Each of these groups, are detailed on the subsections above, with their main components being described.
/2: /(9(/ 675($0 $&&(66 The Low Level Stream Access components are:
6WPGT -The Tuner is the component responsible for the physical channel selection, as well as the selection of one of the transport streams, which are being transmitted over the selected channel.
5VTGCO +PHQTOCVKQP 5GTXGT -The Stream Information
Server is responsible for identifying which are the elementary streams present on the transport stream selected by the Tuner and to provide related information (program scheduling, audio and subtitle available options, etc) to the other middleware components. This component was developed to handle multiple types of information bit streams, from the major middleware standards, which makes Ginga-J independent of the transmission standard.
&GOWNVKRNGZGT -The Demultiplexer is the component responsible for providing the elementary streams present on the transport stream to the other middleware components. These elementary streams can be made available for any Ginga-J component, for an application
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running over the middleware or to some hardware component (an audio or video decoder, for instance). 7UGT 'XGPV /CPCIGT -The User Event Manager component is responsible for capturing the user generated events, such as the remote control key pressing, commands from an interaction device (like a mobile phone) and to pass those events to the registered applications and or middleware components.
)TCRJKE 'NGOGPVU -The Graphic Elements component is composed by the main graphic elements used to develop an application. Those graphic elements include buttons, text boxes, etc.
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The components developed for Ginga-J reference implementation that deal with communication are:
+PVGTCEVKQP %JCPPGN -The Interaction Channel component is responsible for providing interfaces which can be used by other middleware components to access the interaction channel, which is a bidirectional data channel that can be used by the local applications to communicate with remote applications. The interaction channel component was developed to support multiple kinds of networks (PTSN, Ethernet, GSM, WiMax etc) and it also includes some features which allow the scheduling of data to be sent at a specific time.
+PVGT #RRNKECVKQP %QOOWPKECVKQP -The APIs provided by the Inter-Application Communication component can be used to allow the applications running over Ginga-J to communicate with each other. 0$1$*(0(17 &20321(176 #RRNKECVKQP /CPCIGT -The Application Manager is a software element responsible for: loading, configuring, instantiating and executing the applications over Ginga-J; providing an API to control the application lifecycle; identifying and preventing application fault; and also to manage the resources utilization and the access control.
/KFFNGYCTG /CPCIGT -The Middleware Manager is the component responsible for updating the middleware code on execution time. It allows the middleware's components to be substituted for errors correction or due to functionality change or improvement. This component is also responsible for providing the information regarding the actual context of the Digital TV receiver. This context is defined on terms of capacity, usage and availability of CPU resources, memory, persistence devices, etc.
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The components dealing with Persistence services are:
2TQHKNG /CPCIGT -The main objective of the Profile Manager component is to provide, to all middleware components or to applications running over Ginga-J, a set of information defined by the Digital TV receiver user (user defined preferences). Those definitions can be related to parental control, general service authorization, etc.
2GTUKUVGPEG -Component designed to allow an object to be stored after the process which created it is finished.
&21',7,21$/ $&&(66 &20321(17 %QPFKVKQPCN #EEGUU /QFWNG -The Conditional Access
Module is the middleware module responsible to control the access to restricted content transmitted to the receiver. Those content can be received both from the broadcast channel as from the return channel (IPTV).
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When the Brazilian government led the researches on the development of the reference middleware for Brazilian Digital Television, it stated some important requirements to be fulfilled. Those requirements were mostly based on some particularities of Brazilian's social context. For instance, only 32.1 million of people have access to the internet, which represents 21% of the Brazilian population -Brazilian government then defined that Digital TV
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should be a tool for digital inclusion, since that TV is present on 91% of the Brazilian households [13] .
During the development of the reference procedural middleware for the Brazilian Digital TV System, many studies about the major Digital TV middleware solutions adopted worldwide were conducted, and, since the majority of the specifications are based on GEM [10] and J.202 [6] specifications, it was clear that some requirements would not be accomplished, since Europe's context (which guided GEM development) is very different from Brazilian's [13] (Figure 6 ). Ginga-J innovative functionalities, provided by its APIs, allow the development of advanced applications, exploring the integration with other devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs, etc. That integration was motivated by another number: Brazil currently holds 79.5 millions of mobile phones 'TTQ (QPVG FG TGHGTÄPEKC PºQ GPEQPVTCFC .
A mobile phone can be used as a return channel for the TV environment, used as a remote control, used as an interaction device (to answer polls individually, for instance), etc. Since those functionalities are all implemented using common protocols such as Bluetooth, USB, Wi-Fi, Ginga is compatible with many devices. The source code seen on Figure 7 shows how an application, using Ginga-J APIs, detects whether a user event was generated by a user attached to an external device or not.
A pratical example of an application using the advanced resources provided by Ginga-J is the Virtual Cheering [15] , which is an application that allows viewers of an event to share their acoustic space, simulating a stadium or an arena environment. The user audio input can be done with any device, a mobile phone with Bluetooth, for instance.
Another Ginga-J innovation to be highlighted is the existence of unbounded applications, which are applications that have a lifecycle not attached to a TV show, which can be also persistently saved. One of the uses for this feature is to distribute educational interactive
applications which can be saved by teachers and students and used on their classes.
Ginga-J's features will have an enormous reach, since the Brazilian's Communication Minister stated based on government researches that at the end of the transition to the digital model (the deadline for the total transition is 2017), there will be 80 million of digital TV receivers in Brazil [16] .
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Ginga middleware aims to become a middleware specification for multiple purpose devices. The devices are going to be grouped in profiles, according to their characteristics and features (like the existence of a display, the processor capacity, the bandwidth of the return channel, etc), and each profile will have an associated set of Ginga's components. Some innovations are being expanded toward convergences with other digital devices. The Digital TV receiver (attached to the TV or in a form of a settop box) is a strong candidate to become the media hub for the upcoming smart home, providing content (multimedia documents, applications or both) to other devices. Ginga is ready for this trend already, and some improvements are being studied and developed. 
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